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Abstract—Power electronics technology demontrators for elec-
tric vehicle drivetrains are primarily designed to demonstrate the
feasibility of novel technical approaches rather than for simple
integration into vehicle communication networks. Documentation
related to integration issues is often limited. Communication pro-
tocols are heterogeneous and tend to change frequently during the
development process. Higher level software functions are often
not fully implemented in the electronic control unit firmwares.
This paper presents the design and implementation of a vehicle
control unit software, that is based on a rapid prototyping
approach. The software design is flexible and modular enough to
cope with the specific characteristics of technology demonstra-
tors. Its features enable to test and recursively integrate these
components into a vehicle. The software has been employed to
integrate a complete powertrain, exclusively composed of power
electronics technology demonstrators, into a converted sports car.

Index Terms—power electronics; electronic control unit; vehi-
cle control unit; rapid prototyping; electric vehicle; powertrain;
drivetrain

I. INTRODUCTION

Reducing the number and complexity of electrical, thermal,

and mechanical interfaces to a minimum is a current research

objective in the field of electric drivetrain power electronics

systems. A mechatronic approach to address this goal is to in-

tegrate power electronics systems at the physical site of action,

i.e. the exact physical location where electric power conversion

is needed [1]. Following this idea, the number of electrical

interfaces is reduced and AC and DC power lines become as

short as possible. Major challenges include small, complexly

structured installation spaces and high thermal and mechanical

stress. The power electronics systems are often designed with

respect to showing the feasibility of novel technical approaches

to overcome these issues. Seamless integration into vehicles is

not a main objective in this development stage. Even more, the

devices are developed in different, unrelated, research projects.

Thus, their electronic control units (ECUs) are heterogenous,

and often incompatible, in terms of communication protocols

and software functions related to vehicle integration.

Three types of experiments are commonly pursued to test

and demonstrate drivetrain power electronics systems:

A. Laboratory and test bed experiments

The unit under test is operated in stationary points of

operation to characterize the power electronics in terms of

stationary state system stability, energy efficiency, thermal

behavior, etc.

B. Hardware-in-the-loop experiments

An actual device is coupled with a model based system

simulation that is run in real-time on a computer. The me-

chanical, electrical, thermal, or communication interfaces of

the unit under test are stimulated by a computer controlled

test bench. The device’s reactions are measured and fed back

into the simulation. This allows testing the dynamic behavior

in a way that is closer to reality than the stationary operation

on a standard test bench, but can only be as realistic as the

limitations of the underlying system model and the test bench

operational range and dynamics permit.

C. Vehicle integration

Creating prototype vehicles is labourious, but necessary

if vehicle components are to be tested in direct interaction

in realistic environment conditions. This approach permits

to observe effects between units that cannot be modeled in

software simulations. Also, only an actual vehicle permits

drivers to directly sense the dynamic behavior of drivetrain

components in interaction.

Following approach C, an experimental vehicle was created

to test the interaction of power electronics technology demon-

strators in a realistic environment. Most power electronics sys-

tems where initially designed in earlier research projects. This

paper describes the design and implementation of a vehicle

control unit (VCU) software for the converted ARTEGA GT

sports car depicted in Fig 1. The VCU addresses the afore-

mentioned challenges of integrating technology demonstrators

into an actual vehicle.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II gives a brief

overview of the vehicle topology and the power electronics

technology demonstrators that have been integrated into the

vehicle. Section III describes the conceptual design of the

VCU, which is detailed in Section IV. Section V describes

the realized vehicle control functions. Finally, measurement

data discussed in Section VI demonstrates the VCU software

behavior.



Figure 1. Experimental vehicle, based on a converted ARTEGA GT sports
car, during test track experiments.

II. HARDWARE INTEGRATION

The topology of the experimental vehicle is depicted in

Fig. 2. The main drivetrain components are an integrated twin-

drive unit and a battery system with an integrated ACDC

charger. The drive unit shown in Fig. 3 is highly integrated

and combines two permanent magnetic synchronous motors

(PMSM), two sets of gears, the drive inverters, and the ECU.

The drive inverters are based on inverter building blocks [2].

The mechanic and electronic components are connected to a

common liquid coolant cirucit. A summary of technical data

is given in Table I.

Figure 2. Packaging, HV network, and coolant circuits of the experimental
vehicle. The battery system (green) and the integrated twin-drive unit (orange)
are located in the vehicle’s rear.

The battery system consists of eight battery modules. Each

module is equipped with 12 nickel manganese cobalt oxide

(NMC) lithium ion pouch cells and a monitoring board. The

Figure 3. Integrated drive unit with two independent PMSM motors, gearing
and modular inverters in the vehicle’s rear. The battery system in íts black
carbon fibre composite case is located behind the drive unit.

Table I
INTEGRATED DRIVE UNIT SPECIFICATION

Parameter Value

construction twin drive with integrated

inverters and transmissions

motor type permanent magnet synchronous

motors (PMSM)

maximum power 2 × 80 kW

maximum motor torque (60 s) 2 × 230 Nm

maximum motor speed 10,000 RPM

transmission factor 7:1

controller field oriented control

monitoring boards measure cell voltages and temperatures

and are capable of passive cell balancing. The battery is

controlled by a battery management system (BMS). The

monitoring boards are connected to the BMS in a galvanically

isolated daisy chain. The modules are removable and thermally

connected to a liquid cooled framework by a combination

of heat spreader sheets and a thermally conductive case. A

battery charger and a junction box with distinct power paths

for propulsion and charging mode are also integrated into the

battery system. The battery system offers multiple connectors

for connecting power electronics systems to the high-voltage

(HV) traction and charging networks. Thus, future develop-

ments can be integrated into the experimental vehicle, such as

the inductive charging unit drawn dashed in Fig. 2. Technical

data of the battery system is stated in Table II.

A bi-directional multi port HV DCDC converter can be used

to regulate the drive unit DC-link voltage, to add additional

energy storage capacity, or to connect the vehicle to a DC grid.

The converter can be bypassed by the orange HV connection

drawn dashed in Fig. 2.

Auxiliary devices include an on-board electrical system

DCDC power converter that transports power from the HV

traction battery to the low voltage (LV) electrical system, a

climatisation system with a HV PTC heater, valves to control

the coolant flow in the motor and battery circuits [3], and







calculations are located, such as conversion from electrical to

mechanical motor speed, calculation of accelerator position

from measured voltages, conversion from coolant flow request

to pump speed, etc.

Often, technology demonstrator firmware is not functionally

complete. Functions that are missing in the ECU firmware are

implemented on the function level of the driver modules.

Figure 8. Simplified example of a state machine, taken from the BMS device
driver module. Only a few stable states are presented to the higher level
functions. In case of unexpected behavior of the BMS ECU, a safe error state
is entered.

C. Safety level

Each power electronics device can only be operated in a

limited operating range. This range is defined by electrical,

thermal, and mechanical boundaries. Obedience of these safe

operating areas (SOAs) is ensured by restricting, statically

or dynamically, the set values that are sent to the ECUs.

In general, the driver modules ensure safe operation on

component level, autonomous of the higher VCU levels, in

sense of self-protecting behavior. For instance, the permitted

current in a motor is calculated taking into account the

temperatures of the motor windings, power transistors, and

DC-link capacitors. If one of these temperatures reaches the

edge region of its SOA, torque request derating is enabled;

derating limits the motor current and thus makes sure that the

temperature cannot increase further.

V. HIGHER LEVEL FUNCTIONS

The higher level functions shown in Fig. 4 implement the

vehicle functions that coordinate and control the underlying

individual units. Three different global modes of operation

were identified: Parking, charging, and driving. In future, more

modes can be added, such as different charging modes for DC

and inductive charging. The global modes are implemented

idependently from each other, which reduces the software

complexity. A mode selector interprets the driver commands

received from the human machine interfaces and selects the

appropriate mode. Locking mechanisms ensure that transitions

between modes are only possible in predefined system states,

such that global modes are decoupled and mutual interference

is impossible.

VI. MEASUREMENT AND VALIDATION

Extensive data logging has been performed during vehicle

tests on both roller dynamometer and test track. Data recorded

during a dynanometer test is presented in the following to

examplarily demonstrate the functionality of the VCU con-

trol mechanisms. For orientation, vehicle speed and travelled

distance are shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9. Vehicle speed (red) and travelled distance (blue). The VCU ensures
that the speed is always between -25 km/h and +125 km/h.

Fig. 10 (top) shows the states of the high level VCU state

machines. When the driver activates the drivetrain at t = 8 s, the

global mode switches from zero (parking mode) to ten (drive

mode). This activates the drive mode state machine, which

goes through several states in which the drivetrain systems are

started up. When it reaches State no. 22, the vehicle is ready

to go. The internal state of the BMS ECU and the state of the

BMS driver module inside the VCU software are shown in

Fig. 10 (bottom). The BMS module state machine is activated

by the drive mode state machine. It goes through a few states,

which control the startup procedure of the BMS. This startup

includes checking the isolations state and going through the

HV contactor closing procedure. The BMS driver module state

transitions are requested by the VCU drive mode based on the

gear lever position. If the BMS driver module would detect any

errors, it would open the contactors and inform the higher level

software by going into error mode. The shutdown procedure

starting at t = 95 s is analog to the startup procedure.

Fig. 11 shows the torque request, some torque limitations

due to SOAs, and the actual motor torque: The driver requests

torque by pressing the accelerator pedal. A pedal position

above 30 % means a positive torque request, a position below

30 % means negative torque. The actual motor torque follows

the request until t = 34 s. Until this time, all drivetrain

parameters are within their SOAs. Thus, the requested torque
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Figure 10. Top: Selected global mode (blue), state of drive mode controller
(red); Bottom: State of BMS ECU (green), state of BMS driver module
(orange).

is not derated by any derating stage within the high level VCU

or within the motor driver module. Around t = 34 s, the pedal

is pressed further, which increases the torque request. As the

vehicle speed is below the defined top speed of 125 km/h,

the speed-based torque limiter is not activated. The increased

battery current, though, leads to a battery voltage drop. To

ensure that the voltage stays into its SOA, the request is

reduced in the battery limiter stage (orange). The actual torque

is below the request at this time, as the motors cannot deliver

full power at the current speed. Around t = 43 s, the vehicle

speed reaches its SOA edge region. The driver request is still

100 % at this time, but the request is gradually derated to

ensure that the top speed limit is not exceeded (purple).

The accelerator pedal is lifted at t = 54 s. The torque

request at zero percent pedal position is -20 Nm. This value is

requested until the vehicle speed is below five km/h. Between

five km/h and zero km/h, the torque request is reduced to

zero Nm to make sure the vehicle cannot turn reverse due to

negative torque.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

An architecture for a vehicle control unit software that

addresses the special challenges imposed by the creation

of an electric vehicle powertrain that is composed solely

from technology demonstrators is presented. The software is

separated in different levels that help to structure the software

development process.

The implementation with MATLAB-SIMULINK and a rapid

prototyping hardware platform prove expedient: Quick reac-

tions to issues with ECUs were always possible and ECU soft-

ware functions that were dysfunctional could be replaced by

software running on the VCU with little effort compared to the
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Figure 11. Accelerator position (blue), torque request after speed limiter stage
(purple), torque request after battery voltage limiter stage (orange), and actual
motor torque (green) of the rear right motor.

effort that fixes in the often hand-coded ECU firmware would

have required. The driver modules were not only integrated

into the VCU, but were also used in the preceding component

testing and function verification phases. Besides the sports-car

project described in this paper, the VCU software has proven

its versatility in a subcompact car conversion project.

The experimental vehicle is currently being tested on both

roller dynamometer and test track in preparation of road

approval. Afterwards, the vehicle will be used for system

level performance and efficiency experiments. Future plans

also include the integration of additional power electronics

systems, such as an inductive charging system and a DC

charging system.
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